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QUALITY MEASUREMENT AND INDUSTRIAL IMAGE PROCESSING 
 
 
The aerospace multiregion probing is used for the purpose of ecological monitoring, 
detection of ignition of peatbog deposits and woodlands, accounting the land soli 
resources, etc. Reducing the volumes of the video graphic information is critical for 
improving the efficiency of the monitoring. The purpose of this paper consists in 
demonstrating the method of spectral correlation image processing reducing the 
excessiveness when selecting the spectral signs, detection and localization of the image 
objects. The dispersion filtration of the spectral characteristics of the object being 
observed by means of the algorithm for computing the Hartley discrete two-dimensional 
orthogonal transform (DHT) is considered. The discrete DHT kernel is expressed 
through the Hartley functions having the form  
 
The dispersion filtration is featured by the fact that the dispersions of the transformation 
factors (transformants) for the field of constant-brightness pixels tend to zero values. The 
transformants with non-zero values make it possible to select the object. The filtration is 
implemented through computing the distribution function of the 2-D dispersion of the 
transformants: 
2
[ ] ,Rɋdiag diag K diag Kσ    = ⊗   # ##  where Cdiag K  # and Rdiag K  #  are diagonal 
covariance matrices of the columns and rows of the DHT transformant matrix. The 
visually uniform objects, on which background there was a set of pixels with similar 
brightness values, were considered as an image.  
Assessment of the processing efficiency. Let g , G  and    have the 
following meaning: g  is the discrete image, G  is the DHT transformant matrix of the 
fragment g , gˆ  is the object under observation. The graphs of the functions of 
distribution of the 2-D dispersions 2σ#  DHT, DFT and DCT of the image g  demonstrate 
the filtration efficiency.  
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Figures 1, 2, 3 show the graphs of the Hartley spectrum G  of the fragment g  of the 
filtered spectrum G#  and the Hartley spectrum G##  after the lexico-graphical arrangement 
of the transformants ;G#  (compression ratio K=4). 
                   Figure 1                                Figure 2                               Figure 3 
After quadruple compression, the count matrix gˆ  has the following form:  
Fig. 4 illustrates the filtration quality by means of DHT ɢ DCT.  
The detection of the specified object gˆ  and space localization of the two images were 
performed by computing the 2-D correlation function in the DHT frequency band. Figures 
5 and 6 present the image of the 2-D correlation function and the point, by which the gˆ  




Figure 4            Figure 5                Figure 6 
Conclusions. At the stage of pre-processing of videographic information, the DHT is 
applicable for description of spectral peculiarities of the object to be revealed, e.g. for the 
identification purpose. When solving the image detection and localization problems, the 
DHT would make it possible to reduce the volume of computations.  
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